
Good price1/2 inch table top glass factory, 12mm tempered glass table
top fabricators in China

KXG Glass Group with experienced many years bespoke various glass for glass furniture, we can make
tabletops from 3/16" to 3/4" thick in a variety of colors, shapes and edges. We can cut rectangle,round,
square,ovals, trapezoids, octagons and any other custom shape you desire. Whether it be for a coffee or
dining room table that needs protection, or a heavy glass tabletop for your home or office, we can custom
make them to your specifications. 

A wide range of tables will be improved with a glass top in the home or business environment. At work,
think about protecting your office table or conference table top. Expert recommends that you choose 1/4"
thickness for ordinary glass tabletops and their protective covers, while 3/8" is better for heavy tabletops
that are unsupported. For maximum strength and safety for indoor glass, choose 1/2" thickness. 

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/gallery.html


Standard tempered Glass Thicknesses:  

3/16 (5mm)Thickness Great for Furniture Cover, patio tables, side tables,inserts, and glass protective table
covers  

1/4 (6mm)Thickness used for coffee glass table top and glass protective table covers  

1/3 (8mm)Thickness used for dining table top, office table top, desk top  

3/8 or 2/5 (10mm)Thickness used for heavy, dining table top,office table to, desk top  

1/2 (12mm)Thickness ideal for heavy, unsupported tabletops glass is the only table top  

3/5 (15mm)Thickness ideal for Strong,unsupported tabletops glass is the only table top  

3/4 (19mm)Thickness ideal for Strong, unsupported tabletops glass is the only table top  

 

On the table top glass, any special processing could be done perfectly, such as: 

-Polishing type: Flat polish, bevel polish, pencil polish, OGEE polish, chamfer polish 
- Glass shape: Rectangle, Square, Round, Oval/Ellipse ,Race Track Oval and Irregular shapes  

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/index.html


- Corner processed: Clip corner, radius corner, eased corner, etc. 

Different types glass for table tops you can choose as follow: 

• Clear tempered glass table tops   

• Low Iron Crackle Glass Table Top   

• Tinted Color tempered glass table tops   

• Color painted glass table tops   

• Screen printing glass table tops   

• Decorative pattern glass table tops   

• Acid etched tempered glass countertops   

• Ice cracked decorative glass countertops   

• Other customized table top glass  



KXG 12mm clear tempered table top glass tempered equipment
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